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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic, a period of great turmoil, was coupled with the emergence of an
“infodemic”, a state when the public was bombarded with vast amounts of unverified information
from dubious sources that led to a chaotic information landscape. The excessive flow of messages
to citizens, combined with the justified fear and uncertainty imposed by the unknown virus, cast a
shadow on the credibility of even well-intentioned sources and affected the emotional state of the
public. Several studies highlighted the mental toll this environment took on citizens by analyzing
their discourse on online social networks (OSNs). In this study, we focus on the activity of prominent
pharmaceutical companies on Twitter, currently known as X, as well as the public’s response during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Communication between companies and users is examined and compared
in two discrete channels, the COVID-19 and the non-COVID-19 channel, based on the content of the
posts circulated in them in the period between March 2020 and September 2022, while the emotional
profile of the content is outlined through a state-of-the-art emotion analysis model. Our findings
indicate significantly increased activity in the COVID-19 channel compared to the non-COVID-19
channel while the predominant emotion in both channels is joy. However, the COVID-19 channel
exhibited an upward trend in the circulation of fear by the public. The quotes and replies produced
by the users, with a stark presence of negative charge and diffusion indicators, reveal the public’s
preference for promoting tweets conveying an emotional charge, such as fear, surprise, and joy. The
findings of this research study can inform the development of communication strategies based on
emotion-aware messages in future crises.

Keywords: COVID-19 pandemic; pharmaceutical companies; emotion analysis; public impact;
social media

1. Introduction

On 11 March 2020, Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, the Director-General of WHO,
characterized COVID-19 as a pandemic, signifying the beginning of an era of global
turmoil with many casualties that classified it amongst the deadliest pandemics in modern
history [1]. Throughout this period, the public was bombarded with unverified information,
leading to an “infodemic” in parallel to the medical pandemic. The scientific community
detected in time the unnecessary risks posed by the circulation of unreliable information
and fake news [2], while the WHO provided guidelines to flatten the infodemic curve [3]
and issued a joint statement with eight other UN organizations urging member states to act
against the spread of mis- and disinformation [4].
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Online social networks (OSNs) served as the main channel of interaction for the
public in times when physical social distancing and lockdowns were necessary to contain
the spread of the virus. Although OSNs provided a virus-safe environment for online
users to express their emotions and share their opinions and fears, the excessive use of
social media took its toll on their emotional state and mental health [5–7]. The increased
emotional charge and activity on social media, combined with the phenomena of mis- and
disinformation, boosted the circulation of myths and diminished the credibility of all actors,
even well-intentioned ones [8,9].

Despite the chaotic information landscape, social media were highly deployed by
key actors to readily diffuse crucial information. Recent research confirmed the WHO’s
commitment to use Twitter, currently known as X, to disseminate messages containing
accurate and scientific information [10], while world leaders tweeted informative and
encouraging posts in order to boost the morale of citizens [11,12]. Government and health
officials also used Twitter as a tool for crisis management to reassure society [13]. Studies
prior to the pandemic had already confirmed the key role of social media, especially
Twitter, in the diffusion of medical content to professionals and the general public and had
highlighted the pros and cons of this new setting [14,15].

The heated activity on OSNs during the pandemic triggered the scientific community’s
interest in analyzing posts on social media and examining users’ attitudes towards official
guidelines and restrictions. Research works prior to the COVID-19 pandemic confirmed
that OSNs can serve as a fruitful ground for health research since state-of-the-art algorithms
can extract valuable information regarding public health topics (e.g., surveil-lance, disease
tracking, forecasting, etc.) [16,17]. New technologies (e.g., machine learning, AI, IoT, etc.)
have proven efficient in analyzing the circulation of messages on social media and have
shed light on the different aspects of public health themes [18,19].

A research field that has received great attention from scientists is the sentiment
and emotion analysis of posts made during the pandemic as well as the identification
of discussion topics on social media. Sentiment analysis was employed to detect the
fluctuations of the public’s attitude from positive to negative and vice versa using word-
based techniques [20–24]. Other studies conducted a more fine-grained analysis combining
sentiment with emotion analysis in order to investigate the dominant emotions and their
correlation to external events and various periods [25–28]. Topic modeling, mainly using
the latent Dirichlet allocation algorithm [29], was performed to identify the most debated
themes of discussion [23,24,30,31]. Most of these studies retrieved their data from Twitter,
implicitly acknowledging the medium’s suitability for providing datasets that can lead to
credible societal analyses.

Pharmaceutical companies played a crucial role in the COVID-19 pandemic as they
were tasked with the responsibility to develop the highly anticipated vaccines, the first
line of defense against the spread of the disease. The infodemic, coupled with the med-
ical pandemic, cast shadows over the integrity of the procedures followed during the
development of vaccines. As a result, nine CEOs of the most prominent pharmaceutical
companies issued a common statement signing “a historic pledge to continue to make the
safety and well-being of vaccinated individuals the top priority in development of the
first COVID-19 vaccines” [32]. Despite the phenomena of misinformation that attacked
the credibility of science, scientists maintained high levels of trust by society throughout
the pandemic [33,34] and citizens expressed their confidence in the process of vaccine
development [35].

The aim of this study is to analyze the activity of prominent pharmaceutical companies
on Twitter during the pandemic and their interaction with the public to highlight the un-
derlying patterns of communication and identify the characteristics of their discourse. The
importance of pharmaceutical companies’ scientific role in the battle against the pandemic,
combined with elevated trust in science by society, support our claim that the analysis of
these companies’ activity and of their interactions with the public can produce valuable re-
sults. This study focuses on COVID-19-related tweets made by pharmaceutical companies,
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which comprise the COVID-19 communication channel, and compares their characteristics
to those of non-COVID-19 tweets, which form the non-COVID-19 communication channel.
The objective is to investigate the emotional profile of posts made in English both in the
COVID-19 and the non-COVID-19 channels and analyze users’ reactions (i.e., retweets,
quotes, and replies) to companies’ messages to assess the impact of the companies’ activity
on the emotional state of the public. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
that focuses on the interaction of prominent pharmaceutical companies with the public
during the COVID-19 pandemic, covering a wide period of 31 months that encompasses all
waves of the virus.

The research questions (RQs) of this study are as follows:

RQ1.What are the differences in the activity and emotional profiles of pharmaceutical
companies’ posts in the COVID-19 and the non-COVID-19 communication channels?

RQ2. How did users respond to posts in the two channels in terms of diffusion and emotion
enhancement through their retweet activity?

RQ3.Which emotions were triggered in users by posts in the COVID-19 channel?
RQ4. How did users respond to posts with different emotional charges in the COVID-19

channel?

Our analysis can be perceived as a study of knowledge transfer between scientific ac-
tors and society examined through the prism of the quadruple helix innovation model [36]
and its extension, the quintuple helix innovation model [37]. The quadruple helix inno-
vation model is based on interactions between four actors (i.e., academia, industry, the
state, and the media and culture-based public) and describes the ecosystem of sustainable
innovation through the perpetual transfer of knowledge between them, while its extension
introduces the natural environment as the ecosystem’s fifth actor. This work was conducted
within the “PandeVITA” EU project [38], which deployed these innovation models to
propose a novel platform for knowledge transfer in times of pandemic.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dataset Compilation

We chose Twitter as the source of data for our approach since recent scientific reviews
confirmed this medium’s fitness for emotion analysis [39,40]. These reviews examined a
considerable number of published articles (>40) that studied users’ behavior during the
COVID-19 pandemic through different perspectives, mainly utilizing the platform’s data.
Additionally, Twitter granted us a research account acknowledging the scientific questions
of the study and provided us with unlimited free access to its data through its API at the
time when the analysis was conducted (September 2022).

The communication channel between pharmaceutical companies and the public on
Twitter involves the accounts of the companies and the users as well as the interactions
between them as expressed through the network’s provided actions (i.e., retweet, quote,
reply). A list of pharmaceutical companies with worldwide activity was assembled based on
a publicly available list on Wikipedia that had been active and updated regularly for more
than two decades (accessed on 3 August 2022) [41]. The Twitter accounts of the companies
were searched and collected in a process executed by a human to ensure the credibility
of the retrieved data: The official web site of each pharmaceutical company was visited
through the Google search engine and the advertised Twitter accounts, when available,
were collected. The authors also executed a separate query using the company’s name as
input to Twitter’s search box and verified accounts that contained the name were included.
Finally, the friends’ list of each verified company was examined and the accounts that
contained the company’s name and corresponded to other branches (e.g., R&D, marketing,
country-specific) were collected. An analogous automated process required the definition
of strict criteria for the detection and validation of accounts, a challenging task that could
jeopardize the credibility of the data since some steps of the process required flexibility
(e.g., the detection of the Twitter account on a web page).
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The activity of these Twitter accounts (i.e., original tweets, retweets, quotes, replies)
was retrieved for the period between March 2020 and September 2022 via the Twitter
API. The retrieved activity was separated into two channels of communication (i.e., the
COVID-19 and the non-COVID-19 channel) using an annotating mechanism provided by
Twitter, which labeled each tweet based on its relevance to COVID-19.

2.2. Tools and Techniques

The average values of likes, quotes, replies, and retweets were calculated as indicators
of the captured information flow [42,43]. The calculations were conducted with the Python
programming language and graphs were constructed using modules of Microsoft Excel for
Microsoft 365 MSO, Version 2401. Lists of most frequently used words and hashtags were
compiled to provide evidence regarding activity content. Tables A1 and A2 of Appendix A
present the lists of words and hashtags both for the tweets circulated by the pharmaceutical
companies and the retweets of the users.

Emotion analysis of posts made in English was conducted via the Python program-
ming language implementing a deep learning algorithmic model based on machine learn-
ing approaches, specifically recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [44]. The efficiency of
the applied model has been established by recent studies in the domains of politics [45],
health [46], and the COVID-19 pandemic [30,47,48]. In our approach, we utilized the Ek-
man classification scheme available in the model, which uses six basic emotions (i.e., anger,
disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise) to define the output categories of the classifier.

The model assigned each tweet a factor of value from 0 to 1 for each emotion. The
sum of the respective factors of each emotion denoted the emotional charge of the tweet
and, when the sum was less than 1, the remainder was considered neutral. In case the sum
of the six factors exceeded the unit, the neutral factor was considered zero and the rest
were normalized to a sum of 1. The seven factors (i.e., six for the six emotions and one
for the lack of emotions—neutral factor) can be perceived as percentages—probabilities of
different emotional charges in each tweet. When a factor was greater than 0.5, the tweet
was labeled with the corresponding emotion and was classified accordingly.

3. Results
3.1. Dataset

The authors assembled a list of 187 companies that operate worldwide and identified
630 related Twitter accounts. Many pharmaceutical companies were associated with
multiple accounts as the different departments (e.g., R&D, marketing) or branches of
the company (e.g., Europe, USA, India) controlled dedicated feeds. The activity of the
pharmaceutical companies in the non-COVID-19 and COVID-19 communication channels
is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Dataset of pharmaceutical companies’ activity in the non-COVID-19 and the COVID-19
communication channels.

Pharmaceutical Companies’ Activity
Non-COVID-19 COVID-19

Total English Total English

Original tweets 241,971 156,052 41,886 27,723
Retweets 40,132 24,806 8413 6054
Replies 47,286 29,364 7789 5925
Quotes 17,827 12,477 7048 5073

Total interactions 347,216 222,699 65,136 44,775

The public’s response to the companies included reactions to the companies’ posts in
the form of retweets, quotes, and replies. The public’s reaction is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. The public’s response to pharmaceutical companies’ posts (i.e., original tweets, replies, and
quotes) in the non-COVID-19 and COVID-19 communication channels.

Public’s Response Non-COVID-19 COVID-19

Retweets 828,552 921,121
Replies 262,838 250,578
Quotes 135,993 195,357

Total interactions 1,227,383 1,367,056

For the emotion analysis, users’ quotes and replies made in English in the COVID-19
channel were collected and are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Retrieved quotes and replies made in English by the public to pharmaceutical com-
panies’ English-language posts (i.e., original tweets, replies, and quotes) in the COVID-19
communication channel.

Retrieved Public’s Response (In English) COVID-19

Replies 195,597
Quotes 60,650

Total 256,247

3.2. Activity and Emotional Profile of Pharmaceutical Companies’ Posts in the COVID-19 and
Non-COVID-19 Communication Channels (RQ1)

Table 1 shows that the ratios of COVID-19-related to non-COVID-19-related original
tweets are high for both total posts and posts made in English (i.e., 0.1731 ≈ 1:6 and
0.1777 ≈ 1:6, respectively), highlighting the increased activity of pharmaceutical companies
regarding the COVID-19 pandemic. The predominant part of their presence on the social
media network involves original posts (69.69% in the non-COVID-19 activity channel and
64.31% in the COVID-19 activity channel), while retweets, replies, and quotes have lower
shares, with quotes exhibiting the lowest share in all cases.

Figures 1 and 2 present pharmaceutical companies’ total activity in both the non-
COVID-19 and COVID-19 communication channels, respectively, per type of action (origi-
nal posts, quotes, replies) in the study period. It is evident that the companies exhibited
intense activity in the COVID-19 channel during the first months of the pandemic, with a
declining tendency in the following months, while traffic in the non-COVID-19 channel
followed the reverse course. Based on the most frequently used words and hashtags in
Tables A1 and A2 of Appendix A, the outbursts of activity in the COVID-19 channel during
March and May 2021, as seen in Figure 2, can be attributed to a fraud attempt that involved
a pharmaceutical company included in the dataset and the rollout of a vaccine. Similarly,
the peak in February 2022 is related to the marketing strategy of a certain pharmaceutical
company regarding World Cancer Day and its relevance to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The emotional profiles of the pharmaceutical companies in both the non-COVID-19
and the COVID-19 communication channels are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Emotional profiles of the pharmaceutical companies’ English posts (i.e., original posts,
quotes, and replies) in the non-COVID-19 and the COVID-19 channel.

Channel Number of Posts Anger Disgust Fear Joy Sadness Surprise Neutral

non-COVID-19 197,904 0.0072 0.0023 0.0642 0.4583 0.0102 0.0949 0.3629

COVID-19 38,721 0.0081 0.0046 0.0778 0.4053 0.0148 0.0694 0.4199

A comparison of the emotions in the two channels does not reveal striking variations
in the average values, although there are signs indicative of key emotions. To be specific,
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the overall joy and surprise disseminated by pharmaceutical companies in the COVID-19
channel is noticeably lower than the corresponding values in the non-COVID-19 channel,
while the emotion of fear is increased in the COVID-19 channel. Neutrally charged posts
share a lower portion in the non-COVID-19 channel and the emotions of anger, disgust, and
sadness have either excessively low values (i.e., <0.01) or exhibit insignificant variations,
imposing, thus, risks in terms of extracting credible conclusions.
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Figure 1. Pharmaceutical companies’ activity in the non-COVID-19 communication channel for the
period between March 2020 and September 2022.
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Figure 2. Pharmaceutical companies’ activity in the COVID-19 communication channel for the period
between March 2020 and September 2022.

3.3. Users’ Response to Pharmaceutical Companies’ Posts in the Non-COVID-19 and the
COVID-19 Communication Channels (RQ2)

Table 2 shows that the public’s response in the COVID-19 channel is significantly
greater than in the non-COVID-19 channel. More specifically, the response ratio of the
public’s total actions (i.e., original tweets, replies, and quotes) to the pharmaceutical
companies’ tweets in the COVID-19 channel is 24.10, while the respective ratio in the
non-COVID-19 channel is 4.00, as presented in Table 5, which is strong evidence of the
public’s interest in the COVID-19 channel.
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Table 5. Response ratio of the public’s actions (i.e., retweets, replies, quotes) to pharmaceutical
companies’ posts (i.e., original posts, quotes, replies).

Channel Pharmaceutical
Companies’ Tweets Public’s Response Response Ratio

non-COVID-19 307,084 1,227,383 4.00
COVID-19 56,723 1,367,056 24.10

Similar conclusions can be drawn from the average likes, quotes, replies, and retweets
made by the public to posts disseminated by the pharmaceutical companies, as presented in
Table 6. The rates in the COVID-19 channel are consistently higher than the corresponding
rates in the non-COVID-19 channel for every type of post. Pharmaceutical companies’ origi-
nal posts have an intense triggering effect in both channels, with the highest values being in
the COVID-19 channel, where each original tweet produced, on average, 110.35 reactions.
Similarly, the average retweet rate of original posts in the COVID-19 channel is the highest
(19.95), indicating users’ tendency to circulate any disseminated information. The averages
of likes and retweets are greater than the corresponding rates of quotes and replies in
both channels, signifying the users’ tendency to express themselves more frequently with
effortless reactions.

Table 6. Users’ average likes, quotes, replies, and retweets per pharmaceutical companies’ post type
in the non-COVID-19 and COVID-19 communication channels.

Channel Type
Average Rates

Like Quote Reply Retweet Total

non-COVID-19
Original 18.37 0.53 0.96 3.20 23.06
Quote 5.30 0.11 0.33 1.49 7.23
Reply 3.38 0.10 0.53 0.60 4.61

COVID-19
Original 80.60 4.35 5.46 19.95 110.35
Quote 25.48 0.65 1.15 6.11 33.39
Reply 22.01 1.09 1.77 5.47 30.33

The response of the public per month is shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows
that the public’s non-COVID-19-related activity ranges from 24,817 reactions (August 2021)
to 71,714 reactions (November 2021). On the other hand, Figure 4 shows that the public’s
COVID-19-related activity ranges from 7618 reactions (September 2022) to 136,668 reactions
(April 2021), with an outburst of activity between November 2020 and January 2022. During
this period, the users’ response in the COVID-19 channel was more intense than in the
non-COVID-19 channel, although the pharmaceutical companies were more active in the
non-COVID-19 channel.

Another noteworthy finding is depicted by comparing the results in Figures 2 and 4:
although companies were more active in the first months of the pandemic, users exhibited
the peak of their activity in the period between March and May 2021. This peak can be
attributed to the vaccine rollout strategies in different countries, the announcement of new
vaccines (e.g., Sputnik), and studies on candidate substances (e.g., remdesivir), according
to the word and hashtag frequencies. Similarly, the enhanced activity in November 2021
can be attributed to the circulation of COVAXIN, the COVID-19 vaccine developed in India.
A decrease in users’ reactions is detected from February 2022 onwards.

The response of the public, delivered through retweets, altered the emotional profiles
of the channels by promoting tweets with different emotional charges. Table 7 presents the
emotional profiles disseminated by posts made by pharmaceutical companies and their
enhancement achieved through user retweets, with changes greater than 10−2 highlighted
with indicative arrows. In the non-COVID-19 channel, our findings indicate that the public
tended to promote posts that conveyed fear more than those that conveyed joy. In the
COVID-19 channel, the public propagated slightly more emotions of fear and surprise, and
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marginally more joy, while it refrained from sharing neutrally charged posts. The reactions
to anger, disgust, and sadness were found to be low.
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Figure 3. Users’ activity in the non-COVID-19 communication channel triggered by companies’
original posts, quotes, and replies for the period between March 2020 and September 2022.
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Figure 4. Users’ activity in the COVID-19 communication channel triggered by companies’ original
posts, quotes, and replies for the period between March 2020 and September 2022.

Table 7. Emotional profiles of the non-COVID-19 and COVID-19 channels of pharmaceutical compa-
nies’ posts (repeated from Table 4 for comparison purposes) and their enhancement by the public
through retweet activity (changes >10−2 are highlighted with indicative arrows).

Channel Emotional Profile Anger Disgust Fear Joy Sadness Surprise Neutral

non-COVID-19
Pharmaceutical

companies 0.0072 0.0023 0.0642 0.4583 0.0102 0.0949 0.3629

Users’ promotion 0.0068 0.0019 ↑0.0788 ↓0.4206 0.0105 0.0923 ↑0.3890

COVID-19
Pharmaceutical

companies 0.0081 0.0046 0.0778 0.4053 0.0148 0.0694 0.4199

Users’ promotion 0.0044 0.0028 ↑0.0927 0.4093 0.0109 ↑0.0889 ↓0.3910

Figure 5 shows the average values per month for the emotions of fear, joy, and neutral
emotional charge. Figure 5a indicates that joy is one of the two predominant emotions,
with values ranging from 0.34 to 0.48 for pharmaceutical companies and from 0.29 to
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0.72 for the posts propagated by users. In March 2020, the circulation of promoted posts
exhibited its highest peak, which can be attributed to the development of rapid tests for
the detection of the virus, as indicated by the most frequently used words, while other
peaks in the following months can be attributed to the development of vaccines (e.g., Phase
I and II human trials of COVAXIN in June, August, and September 2020), the rollout of
vaccines (e.g., SputnikV in February 2021), and trivial diagnostic guidelines (e.g., LungTest
in May 2021). However, the graph indicates a relative hesitance of the public to promote
pharmaceutical companies’ tweets that express joy, as the values for joy in promoted posts
are frequently lower than the corresponding values of the companies’ activity. This remark
is also supported by the linear estimation of the pharmaceutical companies’ activity, which
exhibits a declining trend (slope m = −2 × 10−5), and the corresponding estimator for the
users’ promotion, which declines at a greater rate (m = −1 × 10−4).

Fear exhibited lower values than joy, as depicted in Figure 5b, ranging between
0.04 and 0.09 for the pharmaceutical companies and between 0.04 and 0.22 for the public’s
promotion. The public’s response almost consistently surpassed the fear expressed by
the pharmaceutical companies since, for several months, the fear promoted by users
showed to be double or even triple compared to the values produced by the companies
(e.g., November 2020, July 2021, November 2021, June 2022). Based on the results of the
words most frequently used in tweets, these spikes in the public’s fear can be attributed
to uncertainty and doubt about the vaccines’ efficacy (e.g., November 2020), regional
outbursts of the pandemic (e.g., in India in July 2021), as well as the rollout strategy and
the development of new vaccines (e.g., June 2022). The enhancement of fear by users is also
confirmed by the slightly upward trend of the linear estimator for the users’ promotion
(m = 2 × 10−5) while the estimator for the companies’ activity declines (m = −1 × 10−5).
Furthermore, fear exhibited an inverse behavior compared to the corresponding values
for joy (e.g., November 2020, November 2021, May–July 2022), a phenomenon that can be
justified by the opposed nature of the two emotions.
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Figure 5. Average emotions in pharmaceutical companies’ posts per month and posts retweeted
by the public throughout the period under study, with a focus on (a) joy, (b) fear, and (c) neutrally
charged posts.

The average values of neutral posts presented in Figure 5c are at the same level as
the values of joy, ranging between 0.39 and 0.47 for the companies and between 0.11 and
0.53 for user retweets, and in many cases behave complementarily to the sum of fear and
joy. In months when the values of either fear (e.g., July 2021, November 2021) or joy (e.g.,
August 2020, May 2021) peaked, the corresponding values of neutral posts were lower.
The public tended to promote neutral posts, as indicated by the slight upward trend of
the linear estimator for the promoted activity (m = 1 × 10−4), which is greater than the
estimator of the companies’ activity (m = 2 × 10−5). Finally, the emotions of anger, disgust,
sadness, and surprise were detected with significantly lower values; the corresponding
figures are included in Figure A1 of Appendix B.

3.4. Emotions Triggered in Users by Pharmaceutical Companies’ Posts in the COVID-19
Channel (RQ3)

Table 8 presents the emotional profiles of the public’s reactions. When users actively re-
sponded to the pharmaceutical companies with a quote or a reply, they preferred negatively
charged content compared to the pharmaceutical companies’ posts, since all emotions of a
negative nature are enhanced. The emotion of fear is increased in the public’s response,
both in quotes (0.1463) and in replies (0.1830), compared to the values of the companies’
activity in the COVID-19 channel (0.0778 in Table 7). The average levels of anger, disgust,
and sadness are noticeably increased compared to the corresponding average values in
pharmaceutical companies’ posts but are still restricted to low values (i.e., <0.07). Simi-
larly, the levels of surprise are elevated from 0.0658 in pharmaceutical companies’ posts
to 0.2619 and 0.2603 in users’ quotes and replies while, on the other hand, the values of
joy are almost halved, from 0.4473 in the COVID-19 channel to 0.2830 and 0.1779 in the
public’s response.

Table 8. The emotional profiles of users’ quotes and replies and changes due to users’ promotion
through retweets (changes >10−2 are highlighted with indicative arrows).

Public’s Reaction Anger Disgust Fear Joy Sadness Surprise Neutral

Quotes 0.0296 0.0115 0.1463 0.2830 0.0630 0.2619 0.2046
% change due to retweets ↓−47.29% ↓−41.97% ↓−16.66% ↑+08.12% ↓−40.94% ↓−30.30% ↑+61.29%

Retweeted quotes 0.0156 0.0067 0.1220 0.3060 0.0372 0.1826 0.3300

Replies 0.0307 0.0135 0.1830 0.1779 0.0695 0.2603 0.2651
% change due to retweets ↓−21.54% ↓−16.97% ↓−09.07% ↑+11.00% ↓−24.77% ↓−20.69% ↑+29.05%

Retweeted replies 0.0241 0.0112 0.1664 0.1975 0.0523 0.2064 0.3421
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On a second level of analysis, we focused on the public’s response to other users’
quotes and replies to highlight the interactions amongst the recipients of the pharmaceutical
companies’ posts. Through users’ retweet behavior, we highlighted the endorsement or
rejection of other users’ opinions by computing the weighted average values of emotions
based on the public’s retweets and comparing them to the corresponding values of the
posts that triggered this reaction. Table 8 indicates that users clearly favored quotes and
replies that conveyed joy or were neutrally charged and refrained from sharing negatively
charged posts. The levels of joy were increased by 8.12% in the case of quotes and by 11.00%
in replies, and neutral posts were enhanced by 61.29% and 29.05%, respectively. The values
of anger, disgust, and sadness were decreased, although their low values can be misleading
in terms of extracting credible conclusions. In the case of surprise, users triggered a change
of −30.30% in quotes and −20.69% in replies. The emotion of fear was decreased in retweet
activity in terms of both quotes and replies by 16.66% and 9.07%, respectively.

The results indicate a clear enhancement of negatively charged emotions (i.e., anger,
disgust, fear, sadness) and a significant drop in the emotion of joy, even in the flow of posts
promoted by user retweets. Neutrally charged posts are at the same levels as in pharma-
ceutical companies’ activity and the emotion of surprise is elevated, indicating the public’s
confusion caused by the information flow in the COVID-19 communication channel.

3.5. Users’ Response to Posts with Different Emotional Charges in the COVID-19 Channel (RQ4)

The analysis of emotional classes of pharmaceutical companies’ original posts detected
emotions of fear, joy, and surprise or neutrality, as shown in Table 9. However, the analysis
identified an extremely low presence of anger, disgust, and sadness (i.e., 14, 0, and 13 posts
in each class, respectively); thus, these emotions were not considered for further analysis.

Table 9. Number of posts and average rates of likes, quotes, replies, retweets, and all actions by users
on posts in the detected classes (classes with statistical uncertainty are not included). Highest values
in each reaction category are highlighted with bold.

Post Class Number of Posts
Average Rates

Like Quote Reply Retweet Total

Fear 1307 127.48 4.30 8.05 29.61 169.44
Joy 14,224 82.63 5.27 5.70 20.89 114.49

Surprise 1177 102.01 3.98 6.07 22.40 134.45
Neutral 22,027 77.84 4.06 5.66 18.45 106.01

The overall reaction for the emotions of fear, joy, and surprise, presented in Table 9,
was found to be significantly higher than the corresponding average values of the public’s
general response to pharmaceutical companies’ posts in the COVID-19 channel (Table 6),
signifying the public’s preference for promoting emotionally charged posts. Another key
finding is the increased circulation of the fear class, as it exhibits the highest indicators in
almost all categories. The average rate of likes for posts including fear is 127.48, a value
noticeably higher than the corresponding values of other classes, indicating the public’s
tendency to endorse messages that convey fear, while the average retweet rate is 29.61, a
finding that supports our observation about the increasing trend in the emotion of fear, due
to the enhanced promotion of posts in this class via user retweets, as noticed in Figure 5b.
Posts in the surprise class exhibit the second highest indicator values, with a clear distance
from the fear class, and posts indicative of joy have the third highest total activity and
the highest quote rate. The class of neutral posts exhibits the lowest indicator values,
demonstrating, thus, the public’s indifference towards posts devoid of emotional charge.

The results presented in Table 10 indicate a noticeable inclination of the public to
maintain high levels of the dominant emotion in each class (i.e., the grouping emotion
of each class, as indicated by shaded values in Table 10). As denoted by the downwards
arrows, the average values of each class’s dominant emotion are either at the same levels or
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marginally decreased (i.e., <10−2) in the classes of joy, surprise, and neutral charge, while,
in the case of fear, the average value of user promotion is significantly lower, indicating,
thus, the public’s tendency to circulate posts with a lower charge of fear than the average.
Furthermore, the emotions of fear and surprise are increased in almost every class, except
for the cases when they are the dominant emotion.

Table 10. Emotional profiles of pharmaceutical companies’ posts per class and users’ promotion
through retweet activity (changes >10−2 are highlighted with indicative arrows).

Class of Posts Source Number of Posts
Average Circulated Emotion

Anger Disgust Fear Joy Sadness Surprise Neutral

Fear
Pharmaceutical

companies 1307 0.0126 0.0076 0.6577 0.0691 0.0108 0.0575 0.1848

Users’ retweets 38,695 0.0129 0.0089 ↓0.5723 0.0781 0.0120 ↑0.0925 ↑0.2233

Joy
Pharmaceutical

companies 14,224 0.0008 0.0001 0.0108 0.7478 0.0018 0.0272 0.2115

Users’ retweets 297,141 0.0016 0.0004 ↑0.0209 0.7534 0.0042 ↑0.0445 ↓0.1750

Surprise
Pharmaceutical

companies 1177 0.0138 0.0143 0.1277 0.1361 0.0331 0.6387 0.0363

Users’ retweets 26,362 0.0151 0.0158 ↑0.1438 ↑0.1465 0.0343 ↓0.6123 0.0321

Neutral
Pharmaceutical

companies 22,027 0.0118 0.0067 0.0847 0.2189 0.0222 0.0673 0.5885

Users’ retweets 406,320 0.0049 0.0032 ↑0.0967 ↓0.2066 0.0139 ↑0.0871 0.5877

4. Discussion

A key finding of our analysis is the dominance of the emotion of joy in both channels
throughout the period of 31 months under study, followed by the presence of a neutral
emotional charge in the posts, as highlighted by the results of RQ1. When the response of
the public is examined (RQ2), joy was the emotion with the highest circulation based on
the retweet rate of the public. The negative emotion of fear was in the third place, with the
second highest retweet rate, followed by surprise, while the emotions of anger, disgust,
and sadness had low values that cannot support the extraction of credible conclusions.

The analysis of the public’s response in terms of like, reply, quote, and retweet rates
in the COVID-19 communication channel revealed an increased level of activity by users
and, consequently, their expected interest in the information disseminated by scientific
beacons in times of pandemic. Similar findings are reported in [43], where users exhibited
distinctively higher rates of likes and retweets towards German experts compared to
authoritative users. Activity in the COVID-19 communication channel, combined with the
confirmed high retweet rates that boosted the circulation of posts indicative of fear, joy,
and surprise, as revealed by the findings of RQ4, is a clear signal for the inclination of the
public towards posts with an intense emotional charge and can serve as a guideline for the
development of efficient information diffusion strategies in the future.

Posts made by the pharmaceutical companies in the COVID-19 channel resulted in
tweets with an elevated negative emotional charge, as concluded by the results of RQ3.
Users produced quotes and replies with joy as the predominant emotion but with a starker
presence of fear and sadness compared to the emotional profile of the pharmaceutical
companies’ posts. Although the promotion of user-to-user quotes and replies moderated
negative emotions and enhanced the emotion of joy, the overall average emotional charge
was different than the profile of the channel and was negatively inclined.

The emotional profile of the COVID-19 communication channel is dominated by joy,
followed by a neutral charge and a striking, yet not dominant, presence of fear and surprise.
This profile is in accordance with other studies that examine the public’s attitude towards
COVID-19 and, more specifically, vaccine-related topics on social networks. In [20], the
authors conclude that positive sentiments dominate, followed by neutral content and a
much smaller portion of negative sentiment, while in [49], the results highlight an emerging
trend of negative sentiment in successive lockdowns in India. In [25–27,31], the findings
indicate that the public most frequently exhibits positive emotions (e.g., trust) towards
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vaccines, followed by a mixture of negative emotions (e.g., fear, sadness, anger), and in [21],
the authors detect marginal fluctuations between positive and negative posts in between
vaccination calls.

The prevalence of joy is in agreement with the findings of other studies that harvest
data from Twitter or other micro-blogging platforms [22]. Studies that focus on narrow
periods in the beginning of the pandemic [23,50] as well as works covering wider peri-
ods [24,51–54] affirm the dominance of joy despite some early outbursts of negatively
charged posts. The prevalence of joy is also supported by studies investigating the accep-
tance of the newly developed vaccines that utilized data from adjacent or even overlapping
communication channels [55,56].

The results of this work indicate a stark presence of fear in the public’s response in the
COVID-19 communication channel, with an upward trend. Recent studies support that
negative sentiments are dominant on social media in the COVID-19 context [48,57] and
detect fear and even panic as the prevailing emotion [28,58,59]. Although our findings do
not provide grounds for similar conclusions, the steadily increasing presence of fear was
detected in users’ responses. These deviations may be attributed to the different datasets
that are processed in the analyses.

5. Conclusions

Our analysis of the COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 communication channels revealed
the predominance of joy in posts made by pharmaceutical companies in both channels,
followed by tweets with a neutral charge, while the emotions of surprise and fear were
present with lower values. The public responded more intensely to posts in the COVID-19
channel, which is evidence of the public’s interest in the information disseminated by
credible sources, but the emotional profile of their responses was negatively inclined. The
level of joy was decreased compared to the emotional profile of the companies’ activity,
although it was still the predominant emotion, while fear and sadness were enhanced.

The analysis of the diffusion indicators (i.e., rates of likes, quotes, replies, and retweets)
highlighted the public’s tendency to more actively promote posts in the COVID-19 channel.
Tweets conveying an intense emotional charge exhibited high rates of circulation, with
joy and fear sharing the two highest rates. Users’ quotes and replies to pharmaceutical
companies’ posts differed from the average emotional profile of the COVID-19 channel and
indicated an enhancement of fear and a restraint in the levels of joy.

Our findings highlight the contribution of emotional charges to posts disseminated by
credible sources in times of peril and their catalytic role in the posts’ endorsement and diffu-
sion by the public. These results provide grounds for the improvement of communication
strategies by actors in future crises through the deployment of emotion-aware messages.

Limitations and Future Directions

One of the main limitations of this study is the emotion analysis scheme we used,
which was limited to the six basic emotions included in the Ekman classification, where
four of the emotions are negatively charged (i.e., anger, disgust, fear, sadness), while
alternative approaches propose broader schemes of eight [58] or sixteen emotions [60]. An
enriched set of emotions would have fueled a more fine-grained analysis of online activity.
Another limitation stems from the selection of a single emotion analysis technique, coupling
our results with the performance of the specific algorithmic approach. An ensemble of
state-of-the-art algorithmic tools with aggregation rules would have strengthened the
robustness of the presented methodology and minimized the risk of misclassifying a tweet
due to the poor performance of a single algorithm. Similarly, the distinction between the
COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 communication channels was based on the annotation of
the Twitter platform; the utilization of topic detection techniques could have provided a
different and, possibly, more descriptive partition. Our approach focused on the emotional
investigation of interactions between the public and pharmaceutical companies. A more
analytic approach could have revealed special features of the exchanged messages and
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patterns in the tweet–retweet–reply discourse. Finally, this study exploited posts related to
COVID-19 only written in English, while a multilingual approach would have revealed
different findings in diverse cultural settings.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Ten most frequently used words in posts (original posts, quotes, replies) of pharmaceutical
companies and in posts promoted by users through retweet actions.

Month Word Frequencies in Companies’ Posts Word Frequencies in Companies’
Posts Retweeted by Users

March 2020
test (269), id (249), working (116), use (116), today
(112), pandemic (109), available (106), week (100),

instrument (96), world (91), health (90)

test (45,264), testing (43,749), little (42,112),
launching (41,289), frontlines (39,587), rapid (39,267),

detect (38,677), breaking (38,462),
minute (7447), result (7440)

April 2020
patient (450), pandemic (449), health (384), test (330),

support (319), help (317), learn (271), time (255),
vaccine (254), world (249), medicine (247)

vaccine (17,804), j (15,120), learn (8536), working
(8318), test (8075), scientist (7701), virus (7545),
develop (7451), pandemic (6648), meet (6152)

May 2020
patient (423), pandemic (377), help (302), health

(288), support (286), vaccine (277), learn (273), time
(207), community (200), new (200), people (188)

vaccine (6021), patient (4539), read (4179), pandemic
(4023), learn (4009), impact (2781), health (2482),

support (2470), effort (2403), data (2336)

June 2020

pandemic (283), patient (270), health (232), learn
(217), antibody (180), help (165), vaccine (138),

support (137), test (136),
community (128), people (128)

vaccine (6783), trial (5440), human (3994), india
(3935), developed (3792), biotech (3780), bharat

(3762), enters (3759),
indigenous (3758), successfully (3758)

July 2020
patient (306), health (281), pandemic (279), learn

(223), vaccine (222), test (222), help (216), antibody
(207), clinical (154), people (144), new (126)

vaccine (7206), study (5575), read (5335), result
(3535), investigational (3078), phase (2941),

preclinical (2888), trial (2329),
protection (2311), dan (2288)

August 2020
health (204), pandemic (199), vaccine (195), learn
(156), patient (147), help (146), test (116), people

(100), care (99), read (97), clinical (89)

vaccine (3201), candidate (1521), help (1221), trial
(1202), life (1185), health (1129), app (1064), learn

(1039), read (1030), watch (975)

September 2020
vaccine (287), patient (284), pandemic (260), health

(224), learn (198), help (176), care (127), clinical (126),
new (121), today (116), community (115)

vaccine (9014), trial (4420), clinical (3129), scientific
(2685), process (2394), developing (2380),

commitment (2300), learn (2249),
integrity (2218), pledge (2218)
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Table A1. Cont.

Month Word Frequencies in Companies’ Posts Word Frequencies in Companies’
Posts Retweeted by Users

October 2020
health (281), pandemic (277), vaccine (205), patient

(204), learn (184), help (153), need (109), clinical (106),
care (105), global (104), read (103)

vaccine (2901), pandemic (1650), health (1390),
patient (1310), help (1160), read (1141), learn (1024),

clinical (943), care (942), people (936)

November 2020
vaccine (330), health (301), pandemic (232), patient

(178), learn (136), worker (128), trial (122), help (122),
care (117), clinical (111)

evidence (24,659), efficacy (22,268), candidate
(21,939), vaccine (18,735), analysis (16,319), proud

(15,260), announce (15,172), along (15,029),
interim (14,761), update (13,972)

December 2020
vaccine (339), pandemic (212), health (185), learn
(145), trial (133), clinical (131), patient (131), new

(129), help (128), year (124)

vaccine (16,326), use (4610), happy (4517), argentina
(4447), first (3730), team (3291), new (3284),
emergency (3254), country (3175), v (3115)

January 2021
vaccine (307), pandemic (147), learn (123), health

(116), patient (110), help (98), people (90), read (79),
trial (69), care (68)

vaccine (25,756), first (9376), announced (8669), read
(8620), moderna (8140), republic (7992), variant

(7767), africa (7600), neutralizing (7432), south (7323)

February 2021
vaccine (350), pandemic (191), patient (153), health
(148), learn (134), trial (101), read (100), help (99),

care (90), new (87)

vaccine (22,846), sputnik (9559), v (9240), efficacy
(7878), data (7161), trial (6965), phase (6922), result

(6873), humankind (6794), case (6702)

March 2021
vaccine (545), pandemic (248), health (215), contact
(178), lilly (168), sputnik (166), hotline (160), v (156),

help (144), patient (138)

vaccine (41,220), sputnik (22,098), v (20,242), help
(11,405), country (9147), antibody (8951), people
(8798), may (8686), treatment (7108), could (7099)

April 2021
vaccine (570), tweet (532), request (325), like (321),

inform (299), would (293), kindly (293), person (286),
connected (281), cipla (273)

sputnik (59,155), vaccine (47,588), v (46,530), first
(33,638), production (28,452), country (24,971),

effective (17,812), preventing (15,292),
manufacture (14,797), latin (14,700)

May 2021
govt (469), vaccine (364), contact (349), request (309),

hospital (284), latest (253), state (244), per (240),
pandemic (239), central (237)

spin (63,621), number (42,517), lung (42,417),
hold (42,416), breath (42,414), sputnik (27,168),

health (25,254), vaccine (22,602),
watch (21,648), quick (21,627)

June 2021
vaccine (433), pandemic (231), sputnik (179), patient

(172), v (161), health (157), learn (132), help (120),
plasma (120), trial (116)

vaccine (22,773), sputnik (11,881), v (10,508), variant
(5943), vaccination (5232), country (4680), efficacy

(4658), delta (4651), new (4429), today (4114)

July 2021
sputnik (520), vaccine (360), v (316), reddy (258),

team (247), thank (220), dose (206), pandemic (185),
health (173), know (166)

vaccine (15,668), india (7726), trial (7169), sputnik
(6846), v (5915), data (5723), doctor (5546), published

(5239), efficacy (4840), largest (4727)

August 2021
sputnik (484), vaccine (400), v (311), team (256),

reddy (198), india (192), partner (172), trial (161),
know (158), pandemic (156)

vaccine (13,821), sputnik (8496), v (4862), efficacy
(3962), light (3028), breaking (2772), argentina (2767),

study (2537), country (2454), health (2427)

September 2021
vaccine (478), sputnik (279), v (183), team (167),

pandemic (157), please (144), learn (132), health (127),
patient (127), reddy (125)

booster (20,628), vaccine (14,436), today (8340), data
(8175), positive (7086), mrna (6779), virus (6507),

different (6474), respiratory (6400), flu (6395)

October 2021
vaccine (421), patient (161), learn (149), sputnik (148),
health (147), pandemic (140), trial (135), clinical (128),

plasma (102), world (93)

vaccine (21,455), sputnik (12,960), breaking (8236),
light (8234), rdif (7500), world (7323), argentina

(6894), v (5353), combo (4995), vaccination (4423)

November 2021
vaccine (418), pandemic (187), share (187), insight
(176), colleague (171), global (144), sputnik (138),

pfizer (124), health (122), help (120)

v (17,877), vaccine (16,434), pandemic (16,292),
vaccination (15,032), global (14,418), video (13,853),

fight (13,665), last (13,629),
year (13,584), believe (13,516),

December 2021
vaccine (479), sputnik (229), booster (150), mrna

(124), pandemic (118), pfizer (118), learn (118), new
(110), light (103), study (96)

sputnik (17,520), vaccine (14,324), light (9801),
booster (9546), month (4975), antibody (4864),

omicron (4548), vaccination (4523),
mrna (4502), pfizer (4150)
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Table A1. Cont.

Month Word Frequencies in Companies’ Posts Word Frequencies in Companies’
Posts Retweeted by Users

January 2022
vaccine (341), sputnik (260), study (131), pandemic
(118), virus (100), team (97), new (93), please (91),

pfizer (90), match (86)

study (15,695), vaccine (13,941), candidate (10,270),
learn (9775), first (9526), announce (9100), proud
(8519), announcement (8490), participant (8397),

phase (8366)

February 2022
cancer (1554), issue (1519), live (1517), lung (1516),
fourth (1512), twitter (1512), newsletter (1512), tap

(1512), readreply (1512), vaccine (248)

vaccine (9026), sputnik (5687), light (3116), breaking
(2034), people (2025), one (1892), booster (1808), use

(1778), child (1690), state (1605)

March 2022
vaccine (198), pandemic (121), patient (118), new

(116), health (105), learn (100), clinical (86), plasma
(84), trial (81), help (65)

vaccine (2691), year (1542), new (1149), patient
(1144), study (1057), phase (820), sputnik (800),

health (798), learn (755), variant (690)

April 2022
vaccine (240), patient (123), health (116), learn (114),
new (106), clinical (96), help (88), trial (87), plasma

(85), world (72)

vaccine (4031), nasal (2254), year (1555), child (1419),
sputnik (1353), world (1295), first (1147), health

(1041), month (1003), variant (917)

May 2022
sputnik (343), v (225), dose (223), vaccine (195),

thank (134), week (125), received (115),
administration (115), approved (115), patient (114)

vaccine (4084), country (2981), medicine (2848),
health (2530), tested (2362), initiative (2136), gap
(2116), rwanda (2114), ghana (2108), close (2103)

June 2022
vaccine (133), new (119), plasma (111), learn (96),
health (91), patient (81), case (71), pfizer (70), trial

(70), clinical (69)

vaccine (3089), new (2454), technology (1598),
treatment (1593), disease (1524), get (1420), explore
(1372), strategy (1364), using (1362), ahead (1361)

July 2022
vaccine (161), new (103), primary (100), case (99),
plasma (91), pandemic (89), dose (87), health (77),

please (76), hospital (76)

vaccine (1634), novavax (1327), pandemic (1021),
new (923), authorized (851), read (843), response

(646), health (643), booster (637), case (581)

August 2022
vaccine (172), information (130), learn (118), clinical
(100), new (86), plasma (86), trial (86), medical (83),

health (79), novavax (72)

vaccine (1981), booster (1439), learning (1404), read
(1271), learn (978), pandemic (974), get (940), use

(886), patient (880), novavax (879)

September 2022
vaccine (149), health (142), new (108), plasma (95),
trial (94), clinical (88), antibody (78), patient (76),

learn (69), monoclonal (68)

vaccine (1327), new (706), year (681), use (643),
health (598), booster (512), older (498), learn (487),

world (485), age (459)

Table A2. Ten most frequently used hashtags in posts (original posts, quotes, replies) of pharmaceuti-
cal companies and in posts promoted by users through retweet actions.

Month Hashtag Frequencies in Companies’ Posts Hashtag Frequencies in Companies’ Posts
Retweeted by Users

March 2020

#TwitchStreamAid (21), #SocialDistancing (20),
#ForceForGood (17), #JNJ (15),

#NationalDoctorsDay (13), #SanofiActs (12),
#CovidMaternity (12), #SteppingUp (12),

#StayHome (11), #StaySafe (9),

#JNJ (3394), #NationalDoctorsDay (208),
#Hydroxychloroquine (186), #ForceForGood (168),

#Azithromycine (166), #sanitizers (166),
#SanofiActs (159), #AllInItTogether (144),

#WeAreLilly (112), #Thankyou (109),

April 2020

#JNJ (71), #StayHome (70), #WorldHealthDay (47),
#TogetherAtHome (45), #vaccine (44), #StaySafe

(37), #ForceForGood (34), #IndiaFightsCorona (31),
#InThisTogether (31), #SanofiActs (29),

#JNJ (7763), #WorldHealthDay (1884),
#ForceForGood (1516), #SteppingUp (1409),

#BackTheFrontline (1366), #AllInItTogether (1345),
#vaccine (1273), #WomenInScience (678),

#SanofiActs (456), #FlattenTheCurve (436),

May 2020

#JNJ (98), #BackTheFrontline (71), #vaccine (46),
#cancer (39), #Zydus (38),

#InternationalNursesDay (32), #nurses (29),
#ForceForGood (27), #ASCO20 (26),

#StrongerTogether (25),

#JNJ (3350), #vaccine (2602), #BackTheFrontline
(2315), #mRNA (1799), #MentalHealthMonth (836),

#MayIsForMothers (400), #ClinicalTrial (381),
#FlattenTheCurve (354),

#cancer (304), #nurses (250),
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Table A2. Cont.

Month Hashtag Frequencies in Companies’ Posts Hashtag Frequencies in Companies’ Posts
Retweeted by Users

June 2020

#BIODigital (78), #Zydus (55), #JNJ (51), #diabetes
(23), #vaccine (23), #PATHLiveForum (21),

#BackTheFrontline (17), #biomerieuxconnection
(16), #cancer (15), #ADA2020 (14),

#BharatBiotech (3760), #COVAXIN (3758),
#Collaboration (3758), #Indiafightscorona (3758),

#makeinindia (3758), #ICMR (3758),
#coronavirusvaccine (3758), #JNJ (1040), #vaccine

(411), #BIODigital (367),

July 2020

#Zydus (59), #vaccine (53), #JNJ (51),
#BackTheFrontline (42), #Itolizumab (30),

#DutyOfCare (30), #pandemic (29),
#BreakTheChain (26), #HIV (24),

#DedicatedToLife (24),

#JNJ (3221), #vaccine (2385), #mRNA (1245),
#science (1129), #BharatBiotech (1119),

#Indiafightscorona (1110), #VaccineTrials (1102),
#ClinicalTrials (1096),

#Vaccine (1096), #Innovation (1091),

August 2020

#Zydus (44), #vaccine (42), #DedicatedToLife (38),
#JNJ (31), #cancer (26), #BreakTheChain (22),
#BackTheFrontline (21), #NVXCoV2373 (21),
#WorldMaskWeek (20), #WearAMask (20),

#vaccine (747), #WeWontRest (610), #NVXCoV2373
(394), #SII (381), #LatestNews (349), #JNJ (332),

#Favipiravir (125), #CAREvsCOVID (124),
#VaccinesWork (123), #JanssenNeverStops (117),

September 2020

#JNJ (48), #vaccine (31), #VaccinesWork (30),
#WeStandWithScience (28), #cancer (25),

#UNGA75 (24), #SARSCoV2 (18), #UNGA (18),
#TB (17), #pandemic (16),

#JNJ (3017), #WeStandWithScience (2460), #SII
(872), #Latestnews (872), #vaccine (522),

#SARSCoV2 (382), #EASD2020 (284),
#BharatBiotech (269),

#COVAXIN (269), #Safety (266),

October 2020

#JNJ (35), #vaccine (29), #WorldMentalHealthDay
(26), #BackTheFrontline (23), #VaccinesWork (18),
#BacktheFrontline (18), #LetsEndShortages (17),

#EUPharmaStrategy (16), #mentalhealth (16),
#biomerieuxconnection (16),

#vaccine (359), #WeWontRest (341),
#NewNormalSameCancer (307), #JNJ (263),

#clinicaltrials (262), #PatientsAreOurPurpose (254),
#BacktheFrontline (254), #COVAXIN (236),

#BharatBiotech (234), #indiafightscorona (234),

November 2020

#BackTheFrontline (75), #BacktheFrontline (44),
#SputnikV (39), #vaccine (35), #AMR (22), #cancer

(20), #VaccinesWork (20), #pandemic (19),
#STATSummit (19), #StrongerTogether (18),

#vaccine (12,619), #SputnikV (1843), #EUA (440),
#JNJ (411), #ScienceWillWin (387), #SputnikVhttps

(344), #Alpha1Awareness (261), #mRNA (255),
#BackTheFrontline (234), #BacktheFrontline (229),

December 2020

#SputnikV (106), #Zydus (31), #DedicatedToLife
(31), #vaccine (27), #JNJ (27), #BackTheFrontline

(26), #pandemic (24), #UHCDay (20),
#cancer (16), #WorldAIDSDay (14),

#SputnikV (9808), #SputnikV4Victory (2194),
#vaccine (556), #HayVacunaHayFuturo (357),

#mRNA (339), #WhatScienceCanDo (313),
#CovidVaccine (264), #BNT162b2 (230),

#covidvaccine (218), #JNJ (193),

January 2021

#SputnikV (55), #vaccine (26), #VaccinesWork (20),
#biomerieuxconnection (15), #JNJ (14),

#VaccinesAreVital (13), #cancer (12), #JPM2021 (11),
#CES2021 (10), #BharatBiotech (9),

#SputnikV (6897), #BharatBiotech (1942),
#VaccinesWithoutPolitics (1847), #COVAXIN

(1800), #IndiaFightsCorona (812), #SARS_CoV_2
(720), #MakeInIndia (719), #JNJ (596), #bioRxiv

(364), #COVISHIELD (239),

February 2021

#SputnikV (101), #vaccine (38), #cancer (33),
#WorldCancerDay (17), #JNJ (16), #ScienceWillWin

(15), #RocheInnovation (14), #pandemic (13),
#progressinmind (12), #healthcare (10),

#SputnikV (17,540), #vaccine (746),
#ScienceWillWin (514), #COVAXIN (490),

#SputnikVaccinated (438), #VaccinesWork (295),
#sputnikvaccinated (288), #SARSCoV2 (268),

#BharatBiotech (248), #Partnership (248),

March 2021

#SputnikV (97), #vaccine (37), #pandemic (23),
#IWD2021 (23), #JNJ (19), #ChooseToChallenge

(15), #WorldTBDay (15), #BackTheFrontline (14),
#LivingInnovation (14), #ScienceWillWin (13),

#SputnikV (10,731), #SputnikVaccinated (1489),
#sputnikvaccinated (1037), #PfizerProud (716),

#COVAXIN (599), #vaccine (573), #CovidVaccine
(556), #Covid (422), #BackTheFrontline (414),

#BharatBiotech (397),

April 2021

#SputnikV (95), #Remdesivir (65), #Tocilizumab
(61), #WorldImmunizationWeek (54),

#VaccinesWork (52), #vaccine (39),
#WorldHealthDay (32), #LivingInnovation (27),

#WIW2021 (26), #ModernaVaccinesDay (19),

#SputnikV (42,122), #SputnikVaccinated (2059),
#Serbia (1567), #COVAXIN (1078), #COVAX (936),
#WIW2021 (877), #LeadWithLove (850), #VaxLive

(823), #India (644), #Phase3 (637),
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Table A2. Cont.

Month Hashtag Frequencies in Companies’ Posts Hashtag Frequencies in Companies’ Posts
Retweeted by Users

May 2021

#Remdesivir (234), #Tocilizumab (233), #SputnikV
(90), #LivingInnovation (29), #vaccine (19),

#CSLPlasma (18), #DonatePlasma (18),
#CTD2021 (18), #JNJ (18), #News (14),

#Lungs (21,207), #LungTest (21,207),
#ExpertDoctor (21,207), #SputnikV (15,806),

#vaccine (6287), #COVAXIN (3577), #BharatBiotech
(3429), #IndiaGetVaccinated (3036),

#Argentina (2983), #India (1228),

June 2021

#SputnikV (99), #vaccine (27), #LivingInnovation
(26), #ASCO21 (23), #CSLPlasma (21),

#PlasmaDonorsSaveLives (20),
#DonatePlasma (20), #BIODigital (16),

#clinicaltrial (13), #Argentina (13),

#SputnikV (13,530), #Argentina (3183), #COVAXIN
(1397), #BharatBiotech (1133), #announce (1097),

#data (1097), #publications (1097),
#covaxinpublications (1097),
#India (857), #WATCH (656),

July 2021

#SputnikV (60), #Sunkalp (31), #doctorsday2021
(29), #nationaldoctorsday (29), #vaccine (19),

#PlasmaDonorsSaveLives (19),
#DonatePlasma (17), #CSLPlasma (14),

#LivingInnovation (11), #JNJ (11),

#SputnikV (7286), #Sunkalp (1828),
#doctorsday2021 (1822), #nationaldoctorsday
(1822), #DeltaVariant (1459), #antiviral (1208),
#Argentina (837), #Chile (708), #vaccine (401),

#COVIDVaccine (373),

August 2021

#SputnikV (29), #vaccine (29),
#PlasmaDonorsSaveLives (21), #Vaccines (17),

#CSLPlasma (15), #Covid (15), #DonatePlasma (14),
#biomerieuxconnection (14), #mRNA (12),

#ScienceCantWinWithoutYou (12),

#SputnikV (2694), #COVAXIN (975), #vaccine (923),
#BharatBiotech (882), #Delta (824), #Zydus (638),

#zycovd (638), #atmanirbharbharat (638),
#worldsfirstdnavaccine (638), #dnavaccine (638),

September 2021

#SputnikV (33), #vaccine (25), #Pharmacists (19),
#mentalhealth (17), #BacktoSchool (15), #mRNA

(13), #IDWeek2021 (13), #PlasmaDonorsSaveLives
(12), #LivingInnovation (11),

#BloodCancerAwarenessMonth (11),

#mRNA (6555), #SputnikV (2457),
#sputnikvaccinated (711), #Venezuela (534),
#ParivartanKaTeeka (440), #COVAXIN (325),

#caringforlife (277), #vaccine (264), #Pakistan (215),
#SunPharma (184),

October 2021

#SputnikV (63), #multiplemyeloma (37), #vaccine
(34), #PlasmaDonorsSaveLives (19), #JNJ (17),
#DonatePlasma (14), #IPAW21 (11), #HIV (11),

#LivingInnovation (10),
#BreastCancerAwarenessMonth (10),

#SputnikV (8492), #antiviral (1145), #Roche125
(826), #RocheLifeTalks (823), #CelebrateLife (823),
#COVID19vaccine (493), #ValuingVaccines (449),

#HIV (430), #EACS2021 (399), #vaccine (324),

November 2021

#alwayscurious (90), #survey (80), #pandemic (27),
#vaccine (24), #LivingInnovation (23), #SputnikV

(22), #antiviral (12), #AMR (10),
#mRNA (10), #WAAW (9),

#SputnikV (15,947), #antiviral (3728), #covaxin
(3187), #Indianinnovationglobalvalidation (2015),

#indiasfirstindigenouscovidvaccine (2015), #1
(1703), #Omicron (1446), #vaccine (1404),
#BharatBiotech (1198), #thelancet (1142),

December 2021

#Omicron (92), #SputnikV (22), #vaccine (20),
#VaccinesWork (17), #investors (16), #media (16),

#DotheAmazing (16), #LivingInnovation (15),
#News (14), #antiviral (14),

#Omicron (6912), #SputnikV (2393),
#BharatBiotech (2039), #vaccine (1785), #covaxin

(1519), #pandemic (1380), #covaxinapproval (1293),
#childrensafety (1293), #safety (991), #covid (690),

January 2022
#Omicron (153), #vaccine (27), #Pfizer (22), #mRNA
(18), #SputnikV (14), #Covid (10), #DotheAmazing

(9), #plasma (9), #AMR (9), #JNJ (9),

#vaccine (16,680), #mRNA (9780), #Omicron (8920),
#HIV (8129), #BharatBiotech (6488), #Covaxin
(3832), #SputnikV (3056), #boosterdose (2737),

#SARS_CoV_2 (1933), #deltavariant (1707),

February 2022

#stop (1512), #Omicron (44), #BlackHistoryMonth
(16), #vaccine (13), #DotheAmazing (12),

#DonatePlasma (12), #plasma (10),
#WorldCancerDay (10),

#RareDiseaseDay (9), #SputnikV (7),

#Omicron (1591), #vaccine (1565),
#COVID19vaccine (662), #BharatBiotech (552),

#COVAXIN (552), #clinicaltrial (488),
#VaccineMandate (482), #bbv152 (482), #Pandemic

(482), #bharatbiotech (332),

March 2022

#vaccine (33), #Omicron (22), #DotheAmazing (17),
#plasma (14), #mRNA (12), #DonatePlasma (11),

#LivingInnovation (8), #AstraZeneca (8),
#VaccinesDay (8), #LongCOVID (8),

#vaccine (873), #Omicron (429), #mRNA (307),
#SOTU (192), #VaccinesDay (173), #HIV (168),

#LongCOVID (109), #respiratory (90),
#SputnikV (68), #ICYMI (61),
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Table A2. Cont.

Month Hashtag Frequencies in Companies’ Posts Hashtag Frequencies in Companies’ Posts
Retweeted by Users

April 2022

#WorldImmunizationWeek (52), #vaccine (27),
#Omicron (26), #WHWWeek (13),

#LivingInnovation (13), #VaccinesWork (13),
#LongLifeForAll (13), #WVCDC (12), #WIW2022

(12), #ECCMID2022 (11),

#Omicron (901), #BharatBiotech (537), #COVAXIN
(537), #vaccine (442), #EUA (332),

#covaxinapproval (321), #chidrensafety (321),
#bbv152 (321), #childrenvaccine (321), #india (321),

May 2022

#Omicron (28), #vaccine (27), #MDS (13),
#LivingInnovation (12), #DotheAmazing (10),

#HealthEquity (9), #VaccinesWork (8),
#DonatePlasma (8), #clinicaltrials (7),

#VaccinesForLife (7),

#healthequity (1168), #HealthEquity (955), #WEF22
(955), #vaccine (736), #BharatBiotech (404),

#Omicron (357), #COVAXIN (281), #hypertension
(221), #BecauseIsayso (221),
#CheckYourPressure (221),

June 2022

#Omicron (40), #vaccine (29), #JNJ (18),
#DonatePlasma (11), #BIO2022 (11),

#DoTheAmazing (10), #ASCO22 (9), #EHMA2022
(9), #mRNA (8), #HealthforHumanity (8),

#innovation (1356), #Omicron (1203), #booster
(833), #vaccine (607), #BharatBiotech (189),

#leadinnovation (189), #Covaxin (150),
#Covaxin4Kids (150), #sarscov2 (150),

#covaxinforchildren (150),

July 2022

#Omicron (47), #vaccine (23), #JNJ (11),
#DonatePlasma (10), #DoTheAmazing (8), #mRNA
(7), #SixDegreesOfInnovation (7), #InnovateForLife

(7), #DotheAmazing (5), #diabetes (5),

#Omicron (691), #vaccine (641), #COVID-19vaccine
(466), #booster (258), #BA4 (256), #BA5 (256),

#covaxin (192), #mRNA (160), #BharatBiotech
(142), #covaxinapproval (100),

August 2022

#vaccine (30), #NIAM (16), #Omicron (16),
#DonatePlasma (13), #AheadTogether (8), #JNJ (8),

#NIAM22 (7), #DoTheAmazing (7),
#VaccinesWork (6), #LongCOVID (6),

#vaccine (1028), #Omicron (684), #BharatBiotech
(243), #bivalent (242), #booster (186),

#COVID-19vaccine (136), #bbv154 (136),
#intranasalvaccine (136),

#HIV (113), #mRNA (109),

September 2022

#vaccine (35), #UNGA77 (23), #UNGA (23),
#WhatScienceCanDo (19), #Omicron (16),

#LongCOVID (13), #cancer (12), #DonatePlasma
(11), #PATHatUNGA (11), #thecarecontinues (10),

#vaccine (626), #BharatBiotech (317),
#VaccinesWork (295), #incovacc (292),

#intranasalvaccine (292), #COVID-19Vaccine (292),
#worldsfirstintranasalvaccine (292),

#vaccineapproval (292),
#India (292), #Omicron (270),
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